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Abstract 

The Korean high back vowels /o/ and /u/ have been reported to be in a state of near-merger especially among young female 
speakers. Along with cross-generational changes, the vowel position within a word has been reported to render different 
phonetic realization. The current study examines native English speakers’ ability to attend to the phonetic cues that 
distinguish the two merging vowels and the positional effects (word-initial vs. word-final) on the identification accuracy. 28 
two-syllable words containing /o/ or /u/ in either initial or final position were produced by native female Korean speakers. 
The CV part of each target word were excised and presented to six native English speakers. The results showed that 
although the identification accuracy was the lowest for /o/ in word- final position (41%), it increased up to 80% in 
word-initial position. The acoustic analyses of the target vowels showed that /o/ and /u/ were differentiated on the height 
dimension only in word-initial position, suggesting that English speakers may have perceived the distinctive F1 difference 
retained in the prominent position. 
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1. Introduction

Previous studies have reported several aspects of the on-going 
process of the /o/-/u/ merger in Korean (Kang, 1990; Yang, 1996; 
Chae, 2005; Sung, 2004, 2005; Han & Kang, 2013; Yoon, Schertz 
& Han, 2015). The raising of /o/ toward /u/, namely the coalescence 
of the vowel qualities resulted in reduction of phonetic contrast. 
However, the extent to how much two vowels are similarly 
produced has been shown to vary by age, gender, dialect, and 
syllable position. Han & Kang (2013) found a robust 
cross-generational difference in the production of the two vowels. 
Especially young female speakers of Seoul dialect were shown to 
make a significantly smaller perceptual distance between the two 
vowels while older female speakers and male speakers made a 
greater distinction. Similarly, Jang & Shin (2006) reported a 
generational difference in the vowel system of Seoul and Daegu 

dialect. The vowel changes observed in young female speakers of 
Daegu dialect exhibited a pattern similar to the vowels of Seoul 
dialect. These results are in line with the sociolinguistic view of 
women’s high level of linguistic awareness and their progressive 
lead in sound change (Eckert, 1989; Labov, 2001).

Not only the degree but the direction of the merger differs across 
Korean dialects. Yoon et al. (2015) analyzed Korean vowels 
produced by speakers from eight different dialects of Korean and 
found notable dialectal variation. In particular, /o/ and /u/ in two of 
the central dialects (Chungbuk and Chungnam) were uniquely 
shown to have undergone a complete merger of vowel height (F1) 
which may account for their F2 sensitivity in differentiating the two 
vowels reported in Seong (2005). On the contrary, another central 
dialect (Gangwon) appeared to make contrast only along the F2 
dimension. These differences suggest that the direction of the /o/ 
movement toward /u/ may vary across different dialects. 
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The phonetic realization of the two vowels was also shown to 
differ by their position within a word. Kang (2015) found that /e/-/ɛ/ 
contrast (i.e., Korean vowel merger which is known to be complete 
for young speakers) was still observed in the speech of older male 
speakers but only in the word-initial position. As previously noted 
in Johnson & Martin (2003), vowels in word-final position are 
subject to greater reduction relative to vowels in word-initial 
position. At shorter duration, not only the information inherent in 
vowel spectral change is lost for perceptual contrasts but the 
compression of vowel space results in higher and more centralized 
vowels (Kang, 2015). If the identification of each vowel is more 
distinctively realized in word-initial position, we might expect 
non-native speakers of Korean to render relatively higher accuracy 
in discriminating /o/ and /u/ in initial syllables than non-initial 
syllables. 

As for the non-native speakers, however, the effect of L1 on L2 
speech perception should also be taken into account. That is, the 
phonetic parameters that they employ to distinguish the L1 vowel 
categories provide some clues as to which acoustic cues may be 
meaningful in L2 speech perception. In particular, the trajectory 
shape of formants and changes over the duration of the vowel has 
been reported to affect the identification of vowels (Nearey & 
Assmann, 1986; Strange, 1989) and the sensitivity to the dynamic 
acoustic properties appear to be acquired early in childhood 
(Nittrouer, 1992). Discriminating L2 vowels can be even more 
complicated when speakers of different languages give different 
perceptual weight to the acoustic properties of L2 vowels. In Nishi 
et al.’s perceptual assimilation studies (2008), native English 
listeners assimilated both Japanese long and short vowels to tense 
English vowels, suggesting that English listeners only attended to 
the spectral similarity but not temporal difference in distinguishing 
Japanese and English vowels. Chung, Kong & Weismer (2010) 
found that American English vowels are produced with greater 
spectral changes than Korean vowels. Considering that not only the 
magnitude but the direction of the spectral movements were found 
to be more salient and consistent for each vowel category in 
English, native English speakers may be more sensitive to the 
time-varying changes in the formant frequencies than Korean 
speakers when discriminating vowels. 

The L2 speakers’ difference in their use of perceptual cues to 
discriminate speech sounds has been observed in other features as 
well. Guion & Pederson (2007) examined the how the English and 
Japanese speakers differ in their use of perceptual cues to 
discriminate different tones in Mandarin. While the native Mandarin 
speakers mainly used the average F0 and slope of the F0 in 
perception of tones, English speaker relied on average F0 and 
extreme endpoints. Japanese speakers paid greater attention to 
average F0 and the high level tones. The results were interpreted to 
suggest that English and Japanese speakers attended to the cues as 
an influence of the intonation pattern and pitch accent in their native 
language respectively. In addition, English speakers with some 
knowledge of tone were investigated to see if they could acquire the 
ability to reweight and reconstruct optimal perceptual cues that 
native Mandarin speakers use for the tone perception. They found 
that the advanced learners of Mandarin were able to attend to the F0 
slope when distinguishing different tones. The results indicate that 
language experience can redirect the learners’ attention towards L2 
phonetic contrasts. 

It is assumed that greater number of high tense vowels in Korean 

than in English vowel inventory as well as the merger of Korean /o/ 
and /u/ present more challenge for English speakers to accurately 
discriminate the two vowels. In Yang (1996), (Southern) English /u/ 
was shown to be perceptually closer to Korean mid-central vowel /ɨ/ 
than /u/. Relatively low F2 values for Korean /o/ and /u/ provided 
sufficient distance from English high back vowels. However, the 
neighboring English diphthong /o/, particularly its final /ʊ/ portion 
of spectral movement, is likely to overlap with Korean /o/. If so, the 
expectation is that English speakers would identify Korean /o/ as an 
instance of /u/. 

The current study was designed to investigate 1) whether native 
English speakers can distinguish the Korean merging vowels and if 
so, 2) whether there is a positional effect on the perceptual accuracy. 
Acoustic analyses of the vowels produced in word-initial and final 
position are expected show the relative contribution of the cues to 
the perceptual accuracy. Furthermore, on the assumption that the 
acoustic cues that were used to discriminate the L2 speech sounds 
may be represented in L2 production (Best, 1995; Flege, 1995; 
Sebastián-Gallés & Baus, 2005), the production of Korean vowels 
by the native English speakers was analyzed and compared the 
results with the perception experiment. 

2. Method

2.1. Participants
Six native English speakers (three males and three females) from the 
western United States (California, Washington and Colorado) 
participated. The age of participants ranged from thirty five to forty 
three (Mean age = 39.5) and they had resided in Korea 
approximately three years at the time of testing (Mean length of 
residence = 2.6). They were all English instructors at a college 
located in Gyunggi Province. They all had some knowledge of 
Korean orthography and reported an average of 2.2. hours watching 
Korean TV or listening to Korean music on a daily basis. 

2.2. Stimuli
Two vowel categories represented in twenty eight two-syllable real 
words, fourteen words exemplifying each vowel category, were 
produced by two female speakers of Seoul Korean. They were given 
some time to familiarize themselves with the stimuli. Each word 
randomly produced three times in a frame sentence ‘ije ___ haseyo’ 
(‘now say ___’) was recorded in DAT tape with a high quality 
microphone and were digitized at 22.05 kHz (16 bit). Seven out of 
the fourteen words were embedded in the first syllable and the other 
half in the second syllable. Some words contained the two vowels in 
both syllable positions (e.g., dobo ‘on foot’– dubu ‘bean curd’). The 
pre-consonantal contexts were matched across the syllable position 
(e.g., gori-guri, sori-suri, moja-mujang vs. sugo-sugu, hoso-hosu, 
gomo-gomu), but word frequency inevitably varied across the 
stimuli. The CV portion of each target syllable were excised from 
the frame sentence and normalized to 50% peak intensity before 
they were randomly presented to six native English speakers. 

 2.3. Procedure
A two-alternative forced-choice identification task was given to the 
participants. They were asked to press either 1 for /o/ or 3 for /u/ 
presented on a computer monitor with Korean orthography. Two 
acoustic features of the given speech sounds, the duration and 
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formant values, were analyzed. With the duration of the vowel 
selected in Praat, first and second formant measurements were taken 
at the 25%, 50% and 75% points (marked as _1,_2,_3 in Figure 2 
and 3) of the vocalic portion. The vowels were measured from the 
onset of the first periodic wave to the offset of the last one observed 
in both the waveform and the spectrographic display. A total of 168 
speech sounds (28 words x 2 speakers x 3 repetitions) were 
evaluated. Because the durations and formant frequencies showed 
little differences across the three repetitions, mean values were used 
in the analyses.

In order to further examine the English speaking participants’ 
production of the Korean vowels, two male participants who were 
able to read Korean were asked to read the target words in a frame 
sentence three times in a random order. Korean words with matched 
consonantal context included the two vowels in the first syllable 
such as ‘gori (hook), gugəl (beg), guri (copper)’. Different target 
words were elicited because they needed to be easy to pronounce. 
Although the target words were different between the native Korean 
and English speakers, words with the same pre-consonantal context 
were selectively compared for the analysis. First and second formant 
frequencies were measured at the temporal midpoint of each vowel. 

3. Results 

The results indicated that the overall identification accuracy was 
significantly lower for /o/ compared to /u/. The accuracy was the 
lowest for /o/ produced in word-final position (42.8%). As shown in 
Figure 1, however, more than 80% of the /o/ vowel produced in the 
initial position was accurately identified by English speakers. 

The proportions of the accurately identified tokens for each 
intended vowel category were arcsine transformed to ensure 
normality and submitted to an ANOVA. There was main effects of 
vowel [F(1,88) = 97.023, p < .001], position [F(1,88) = 28.087, p < 
.001] as well as a significant interaction between vowel and syllable 
position [F(1, 88) = 5.131, p = .026]. The positional effect was 
significant only for /o/ [F(1,44) = 47.089, p < .001]. As clearly 
illustrated in the figure below, the number of accurately identified 
/o/ in initial position roughly doubled that in final position. 

Figure 1. Normalized proportion of accurately identified
vowels embedded in word-initial and final position is shown. 

To further examine the magnitude of the two variables’ 
contribution to the accurate identification, logistic regression 
analyses were conducted. For each intended vowel, the independent 
variable of syllable position was entered as predictor of the 
dependent variable of normalized proportions of accurately 
identified tokens. 

Table 1. Results from the logistic regression 

Vowel Variable B (S.E) Wald
(df=1)

Odd Ratio 
(Exp(B))

o
Position 1.71(.204) 70.319 *5.524

Constant -.288(.127) 5.108 .750

u
Position .172(.294) .342 1.187

Constant 2.079(.200) 7.621 .822

Table 2 indicates that the effects of variable were significant for 
/o/. Particularly, odds ratio (Exp (B)) of syllabic position suggested 
that the odds of a /o/ receiving accurate response was 5.5 times 
greater it was in initial than final position. 

The vowel duration and formant values of each vowel embedded 
in different syllable positions were compared to examine the 
acoustic characteristics which might have led to the difference in 
accuracy. The effect of syllable position on the mean duration of the 
two vowels was analyzed using ANOVAs with a repeated measures 
design. The results showed no significant main effect of vowel or 
the vowel and position interaction, suggesting that vowel duration 
did not significantly vary by position. 

An ANOVA was conducted to determine whether a difference in 
formant frequencies existed between vowels produced. The two 
vowels embedded in each syllable position were separately analyzed. 
First, the results indicated all three points of the F1 [F(3,18) = 
12.332, p < .001] as well as the F2 values [F(3,18) = 14.788, p < 
.001] differed between the two vowels in initial position. As shown 
in Figure 2, /o/ was produced with higher F1 and lower F2 values 
than /u/ and the differences remained distinctive over time.   

Figure 2. Mean F1 and F2 frequencies of Korean vowel /o/ and /u/ 
produced in initial position are shown.
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As for the final position, the F1 values showed no effect of vowel 
[F(3, 18) = 1.124, p = 366]. None of the three points differed 
between the two vowels. However, the F2 values significantly 
differed by vowel [F(3, 18) = 12.482, p < 001]. Although there is a 
slight drop in the F2 values for /o/, there was no significant 
difference across the three points for either /o/ or /u/. 

Figure 3. Mean F1 and F2 frequencies of Korean vowel /o/ and /u/ produced 
in final position are shown.

The post-hoc analysis on each vowel showed a significant 
increase in the mean F1 values (i.e., a lower tongue body position) 
for /o/ and /u/ in final position and greater lowering of /u/ gave rise 
to the F1 merger of the two vowels. Similarly, the mean F2 values 
for both /o/ and /u/ were significantly increased in final position       
(p < .001). What can be inferred from Figure 2 and 3 is that the 
English speakers may have perceived the distinctive F1 difference 
retained in initial position.   

Linear mixed effects modelling was used to further assess 
whether the difference in the F1 and F2 frequencies produced in the 
word-initial and final position influenced the perceptual accuracy. 
The midpoint of the F1 and F2 frequencies were submitted as 
dependent variables and listeners’ responses were taken as an 
independent variable. As for the vowels in word-initial position, 
there was a significant effect of listeners’ responses on both F1 
[F(1,484) = 12.096, p < .001] and F2 frequencies [F(1,484) = 
69.579, p < .001] while the vowels in word-final position showed an 
effect on only F2 frequencies [F(1,484) = 6.527, p = .011]. The 
results are interpreted to indicate that listeners were likely to exploit 
both F1 and F2 frequencies in word-initial position whereas only the 
F2 frequencies were used as an important cue to distinguish the two 
vowels in word-final position. 
   On the assumption that perception precedes production, English 
speaking participants’ production of the two vowels embedded in 
the first syllable position was examined. As shown in Figure 4, 
some of the Korean vowels elicited from the two Korean male 
speakers (marked with a dotted line) were put together with Korean 
vowels produced by two of the English-speaking participants. The 
results showed a significant main effect of group [F(2,9) = 5.306, p 
= .030] as well as a significant vowel by group interaction [F(2,9) = 
9.220, p = .007]. When each vowel was separately examined, the 

effect of group was significant on the F1 values [F(1,10) = 14.310, p 
= .004] but not on the F2 values [F(1,10) = 3.514, p = .090] for /o/. 
As for /u/, neither F1 [F(1,10 = 2.021, p = .186] nor F2 values 
[F(1,10) = 2.041, p = .184] differed by group. Namely, the native 
English speakers produced /o/ with higher F1 than the Korean 
speakers in word-initial position.  

Figure 4. Mean F1 and F2 frequencies of the Korean vowels /o/ and /u/ 
produced by two native Korean and English male speakers are shown 

(two English speakers’ vowels are marked with a dotted line).

4. Discussion 

The current study showed that the native Korean speakers made a 
clear F1 and F2 distinction in word-initial position and the merger of 
/o/ and /u/ was observed in word-final position but only on the 
height dimension. Due to the significant positional effects on vowel 
realization, the native English speakers showed difficulty 
discriminating the two L2 vowel categories significantly more so 
than they were positioned word-finally.

The degree of identification accuracy also depends on whether 
the L2 vowels are represented as distinctive categories in the native 
vowel inventory. According to the Native Language Magnet model 
(Iverson & Kuhl, 1995) and the Perceptual Assimilation Model 
(Best, 1995, 2007), L2 learners show difficulty in the perception of 
L2 sound contrasts that are not distinctive in their native language. 
That is, L2 vowel categories are likely to be mapped onto native 
categories based on their perceived similarity. Despite the 
differences in the vowel trajectory of Korean and English /u/ (Yang, 
2010; Chung et al., 2010), their similar target F1 and F2 values of 
English and Korean /u/ can be predictive of accurate vowel 
perception for Korean /u/. On the one hand, the perceptual similarity 
between Korean and English /u/ may account for the overall higher 
accuracy for Korean /u/ regardless of syllable position. In final 
position, however, /u/ showed a significant increase in the F1 and 
this lowering of the high vowels in weaker position is in agreement 
with previous observation of the position-conditioned variation 
shown in Kang (2015). Namely, high vowels in final position were 
realized with a lower and more central tongue body position than 
those occurring in initially position due to the compression of the 
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vertical vowel space. When the F1 difference was obscured, /o/ was 
also perceived as /u/ 60 % of the time, suggesting that the two 
Korean vowels were assimilated to a single perceptual 
representation in final position. 

On the other hand, the twofold increase in the ability to 
accurately identify /o/ in initial position (80.5%) is in line with 
previous studies showing retention of contrast among vowel 
mergers solely in word-initial position (Jung 2002; Kang, 2015). 
The positional prominence of initial position accounts for the 
English speakers’ ability to identify the L2 vowel categories that are 
not distinctive in the native language. 

It should be noted that although the F1 difference was more 
evident word-initially, it is not clear as to whether the English 
speakers were able to attend to the cue to facilitate target 
identification. Assuming that there is a strong correlation between 
L2 perception and production and that the perceptual cues listeners 
use for a phonological contrast are manifested in their productions 
of the contrast (Beddor, 2015; Kwon, 2015), the English speakers’ 
production of the two vowels was examined. As shown in Figure 4, 
/o/ and /u/ differed only in F1 values which may suggest that the 
English speakers’ sensitivity to F1 difference between the two 
vowels is reflected in production as well. 

English speakers’ greater use of F1 frequencies in 
discriminating vowels have been reported in previous studies 
(Kewley-Port & Watson, 1994; Assmann & Katz, 2000). In 
Assmann & Katz (2000), 12 vowels produced in /hVd/ context by 
20 adults were fully and partially synthesized and presented to 
English speaking adult listeners for identification and discrimination 
tasks. Among the synthesized version, Flat F1 (i.e., the center 
frequency of the first formant was held constant) showed significant 
declines in vowel identification for /o/ while there was little effect of 
Flat F2. If the identification accuracy for /o/ in English was 
substantially greater when the F1 information was fully provided, 
the implication is that the F1 difference shown in initial position 
may have offered benefits for identifying the two Korean vowels. 
Consistent with previous studies, the results L2 speakers appear to 
give different weight to the acoustic cues for discriminating L2 
vowels due to the L1 influence. 

The results, however, should be interpreted with caution as there 
were only two English speakers and their English production was 
not elicited. Assuming that there is a strong correlation between L2 
perception and production and that the perceptual cues listeners use 
for a phonological contrast are manifested in their productions of the 
contrast (Beddor, 2015; Kwon, 2105), the phonological 
representations of the L1 and L2 vowel systems can provide more 
accurate view of the L1 influence on the perception of L2 vowels. 
Moreover, without further information on F0, F3 frequency and 
spectral envelope which were shown to provide additional cues for 
vowel identification (Ryalls & Lieberman, 1982), it is beyond the 
scope of this study to determine the full degree of acoustic similarity 
between the vowels. 
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